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Partner Integration: RuleGate® and ThreatConnect®
Aggregate, Analyze, and Act on Threat Intelligence in Real-Time
ThreatConnect®, the most comprehensive Threat Intelligence
Platform integrates into Centripetal Networks’ highperformance RuleGate® appliance allowing organizations to
leverage threat intelligence for real-time network protection.
The integration offers analysts full visibility into network
threats, to quickly act on threat data found within
ThreatConnect.

Superior Cyber Defense Solution
RuleGate’s sophisticated packet filtering combined with
ThreatConnect’s analytical platform and data provides a way to
control what sources and types of threat intelligence will be used
to defend the network in RuleGate by leveraging criticality
ratings, confidence, tags, and deep contextual associations.

Operationalize Threat Intelligence
The integration allows users to easily aggregate, analyze, and act
upon all threat intelligence data received to counter sophisticated
cyber attacks in real-time, preventing breaches before they occur.

Scalable Cyber Security
RuleGate scales to the breadth of today’s attackers and malware

Highlights

 SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Seamless delivery of data between ThreatConnect and
RuleGate, bringing in both public and private data
sources for defense

 DETECT THREATS IN REAL-TIME

Ability to block, alert, or allow cyber threats in real-time
to prevent data theft on the network before it occurs

 ULTRA LOW LATENCY

With latency less than 10 microseconds, there is no
noticeable loss of networking performance or user
experience

 ADVANCED THREAT INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM
Choose which rules to apply based on ThreatConnect
Tags, Criticality Ratings, Confidence Scores, and
Associations to Past Incidents or known Threat Groups

creators to enable total enhanced cyber awareness of every
packet entering and exiting a protected network.

Cloud Subscription
ThreatConnect is available on RuleGate as a cloud subscription
with access to the ThreatConnect Common Community and the
ability to select open source feeds for all RuleGate customers.
ThreatConnect Cloud, Private Cloud, and On-Premises
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subscribers are able to add their own private data and premium
sources to use as a plugin direct to their RuleGate appliance.
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